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EMOTION AND ~IlE.luITl\fG 

The study ·of human emo·ti.onality has been a part of the subject matter of 
social antlu-opology since tIle beginning•. It is perfectly obvious tllat [nen, 
in some sense which I think would. be understood by all, are not affectively 
neutral towards the 1'lorld and their fe110l1s; this fact has been seized tlpOn by 
field-Tt10rkers and theorists in ve~J many different ways. It seems that, more I 

often than not emotion is seen as a speci.flc motivation for -action; and theories 
in ~1hich emotioll is seen as a specific motivation for bellaviour have a tendency 
to be of an impressionistic or ad hoc character. This is not necessarily a 
point against motivat ion tl\eories; there are probably reasonable grounds for 
saying that evsr.J person has some kind of intu.itive grasp of tIle affective life 
of every other person regardless 'of culture. But,· 't'rhile one might be ready to 
admit the generality of phenomena irlhich could be categorized as fear, hate, joy, 
love, etc., it would be impossible to establish a priori rdlat would be the 
specific occasions for such outbursts. 

Emotionality can be seen as part of the symbolic system of a culture, 
and inappropriate emotionali~, as our own psychiat~ shows, can be classified 
as mad. Before a reasol18..ble use'may be made of "ell1o~ion as an analytic cOl1cept 
it is clearly necessary for one to have a grasp of the idiom in ltlhich· tIle pheno

'. meno~ described as emotion occurs.. As Durklleim recogluzed in Th.e L11ementary: 
L9~, the p-qblic expression of emotio11 may have a highly conventionalized 
as:.)8ct'; emotionali-cy mayor "may nC)t be "true" emotionality hOlfever passionate 
seening its m.anifestation. 

[

But for all its use in anthropological discourse , it striltes me that, on
 
the whole, remarkably little of interest has been said about the social nature
 
of emotions. Yet .emotionality is a critical experience of ·life and it has been
 
possible for some to say that it is virtually life itself, or so essential to
 
life tllat it would be impossible to imagine its absence; curious that so little
 
Sl10uld be knO'tffi of it ~-T11en deductive considerations .indicate tl1at its natt.1.re
 
must be profotmdly social. Here I lo.11 indicate some possible approaches to
 
its study; for this purpose I llill briefly examine ~lilliam .James' opinions
 
on the subject.
 

James' theory was physiologically based; he believed that every different 
"emotion had· a different physical manifestation: "~lere we to go through the 't"1hole 
list of emotions lfhich have been named by men, and study their organic mani
festations, 11e should but ring· the changes on the elements. ~ • Rigidity of this 
muscle, relaxation of that, constriction of the arteries here, dilation there ••• 
etc., etc.·, " (James' Principles of P·sychology: 447).". He finds this tedious 
and proceeds on to a'genera.l formulation. "Our natural vlay of tl1inking about ••• 
emotions is ~hat the mental perception of some fact excites the mental affection 
called tIle emotion, aJ.ld that tllis latter state of mind gives rise tOo the bodily 
expression. My theory, on the contraJ;7, is that the bodily changes follo1il 
directly the perception of the exciting fact, "and that" our feeling of ·the 
same changes as they occur IS tIle emotion" (449). Emotion in short, is a 
reflex in much the same way as is the jerking of an arm unexpectedly lJut on 
an open flame. 

There are many possible objections to this tlleory; I lfill fonTarcl one of
 
potelltial interest to social anthropology. ~ve might- ask- vl11at justification
 
James has for stating t~t tIle feeling of an emtoion is subsequent to the
 
perception of tIle object Wllich aroused it. It seems far more plauSible that,
 
when an emotion is found to be in association with a perception, they occur
 
simultaneously, and that the emotion is an integral part of the symbolic
 
content of tIle thil1g perceived; this implies that emotion is a part of some

tIling ~mich might be described as tlle le.xicon of a language.
 

If the view that emotion can best be treated as a part of l~,guages is
 
viable, then emotionali~ and specific' emotional responses are lea~led in the
 
same Tt1ay that verbal language is leal"l1.ed and··in the same contexts. Language
 
is pick:ed up t11rough experience, and at first- very largely through simple
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in some sense 1Ihich I think , .. ould be understood by all, are not affectively 
neutral towards the 'ilorld and their fello~fs; this fact has been seized upon by 
field-Tt10rkers and theorists in very many different ways. It seems that, more' 
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to be of an impressionistic or ad hoc character. This is not necessarily a 
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it is clearly necessary for one to have a grasp of the idiom in ltIhich the pheno
menom described as emotion occurs., As Durkheim recognized in The Elementary 
l.o~, the p~blic eX"pression of emotion may have a highly conventionalized 
as .• ect; ellotionalHy mayor may not be "true" emotionality hOlfever passionate 
seeraing its manifestation. 

But for all its use in anthropological discourse, it strikes me that, on 
the whole, remarkably little of interest has been said about the social nature 
of emotions. Yet emotionality is a critical experience of life and it has been 
possible for some to say that it is virtually life itself, or so essential to 
life that it tIould be impossible to imagine its absence; curious tha.t so little 
should be knol'm of it , .. hen deductive considerations indicate that its nature 
must be profoundly social. Here I 'frlill indicate some possible approaches to 
its study; for this purpose I lIill briefly examine 'Jilliam .Jq.mes I opinions 
on the subject. 

James' theory was physiologically based; he believed that every different 
emotion had a different physical manifestation: "'Jere we to go through the whole 
list of emotions lfhich have been named by men, and study their organic mani
festatiOns, we should but ring'the changes on the elements... Rigidity of this 
muscle, relaxation of that, constriction of the arteries here, dilation there ••• 
etc., etc., " (James' Principles of Psychology: 447).· He finds this tedious 
and proceeds on to a general formulation. "Our natural vray of thinking about ••• 
emotions is that the mental perception of some fact excites the mental affection 
called the emotion, a.'1d that this latter state ·of mind gives rise to the bodily 
expression. My theory, on the contra:r;-y, is that the bodily changes follow 
directly the perception of the exciting fact, "and that. our feeling of ·the 
same changes as they occur IS the emotion" (449). Emotion in short, is a 
reflex in much the same way as is the jerking of an arm unexpectedly put on 
an open flame. 

There are many possible objections to this theory; I will fOr'lTard one of 
potential interest to social anthropology. We might. askvnlat justification 
James has for stating that the feeling of an emtoion is subsequent to the 
perception of the object which aroused it. It seems far more plausible that, 
when an emotion is found to be in association with a perception, they occur 
simultaneously, and that the emotion is an integral part of the symbolic 
content of the thlllg perceived; this implies that emotion is a part of some
thing ~fuich might be described as the lexicon of a language. 

If tile view that emotion can best be treated as a part of l~~guages is 
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The study-of human emotionality has been a part of the subject matter of 
social anthropology since the beginning. It is perfectly obvious that men, 
in some sense "rhich I think ~-rou1.d. be understood by all, are not affectively 
neutral towards the ~1orld and their fello\fs j this fact has been seized upon by 
field-v10rkers and theorists in veT'J many different ways. It seems that, more' 
often than not emotion is seen as a specific motivation for action; and theories 
in \fhich emotion is seen as a specific motivation for behaviour have a tendency 
to be of an impressionistic or ad hoc character. This is not necessarily a 
point against motivation tl~ories; there are probably reasonable grounds for 
saying that eV?T'J person has some kind of intuitive grasp of the affective life 
of every other person regardless 'of culture. But, ~-Thile one might be ready to 
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and proceeds on to a general formulation. "Our natural way of thinkil~ about ••• 
emotions is ~hat the mental perception of some fact excites the mental affection 
called the emotion, and that this latter state of mind gives rise to the bodily 
expression. My theory, on the contrru;-y, is that the bodily changes follo"1 
directly the perception of the exciting fact, --and that. our feeling of ·the 
same changes as they occur IS the emotion" (449). Emotion in short, is a 
reflex in much the same way as is the jerking of an arm unexpectedly put on 
an open flame. 

There are many possible objections to this theory; I 1fill fonTard one of 
potential interest to social anthropology. ~<fe might. ask vrhat justification 
James has for stating that the feeling of an emtoion is subsequent to the 
perception of the object ~fhich aroused it. It seems far more plausible that, 
when an emotion is found to be in association with a perception, they occur 
simultaneously, and that the emotion is an integral part of the symbolic 
content of the thlllg perceived; this implies that emotion is a part of some
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same ,ray that verbal language is lea:;:ned and· in the same contexts. Language 
is picked up through experience, and at first· very largely throu(;;h simple 
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ostention - 'that is a knife 'I 'that ~t; and tl'lis is follo't"led by increasing 
ability to deal with a.bs,tract.io~ ·and to' use the generative rules of langu.age 
v1ith faci!ity. Emotion is a part of prj,mitive, .exPerience in' much the same l'1SY 
that language is, but with the difference .that'emotion is internally generated; 
however tIlls can make no essential diffe~ance; theenotional. resp<;>nse to an 
external event is as much a part of the meaning of this event as are the external 
sensory data which gave word of it; in fact it mi@lt be said that tIle effective 
response is really the only thing in terms of which the event can be evaluated. 

But emotion vlill only be evoked under some circumstances, and many objects 
of eXl'erience lull to a large degree be affectively neutral. Language per ~ 

mayor may not be associated with affect-arousing situations &Ld I think that 
it· is a valid assumption that language and emotion are theoretically separable 
thougll not necessarily alvlays separate. l'U1B.t tllis seems ~o, mean is that lTOrdS 

and linguistic rules have no necessary sway over the experiencing of events of 
great subjective importance. It further seems .to. imply that experiences may 
occur for 'tfhicl1 there is, no ready categorical slot within the . person ex
periencing them. This idea is of relevance to pSJTchopatl1010gy and °co the cross
cultural study of emotion; the fonner can' be illustrated through the follo't'd11g 
quotation from Karl Jasperts General Psychopatllo1ogy (113): 

TIle elementary break-t1u'ough of experiences, "1hich are not ·understandable 
in tlleir genesis, is manifested in unattached feelings. If t11ey are to become 
meaninc~ul to the,subject, these feelings must first search for an object or 
try to create one~ For instance, unattached anxiety is very common in 
depressivestat'es, so is a contentless euphoria in manic states ••• so are 
tIle feelings roused at the start of a pregnancy and in tIle early states of a 
psychosis. Driven by an almost inescapable need to give some content to such 
feelings, patients 'tiill often supply some content of their Ol'm (delusions). 

Tllis refers to persons of more or less our Olm culture. It is possible 
that, where oth.er. cultures can interpret theirenotional experiences in Jcerms 
of spirits, multiple souls, witcllcraft, etc., 'tve are only offered tIle option of 
going mad. 

It should be noted at tllis point that I have avoided any definition of 
emotion. Psychologists I1ave increasingly come to believe tl1at emotion 
cannot be defined in terms of those stirrings which are commonsensically held 
to be emotions; vfith each addition to a catalogue, of tllis nature, any 
technical usefulness for the iford 'emotion' steadily decreases. It nould seem 
far more useful to define emotion in a developmental and behaviouristic 
manner. This in fact is the way ill 'ttlhich it lfould have to be defined, if I 
am to consider emotion a part of language in tIle broad sense; it is absurd to 
talk of an infant feeling pride, or any sophisticated affective perception 
at all, and equally suspect -'co suppose that such feelings as pride come int 0 

being as auch at some definable developmental stage. 'ile must begin witIl primeval 
affective responses, and observe them as they differentiate, perhaps fran a 
simple predisposition to activity, Jcbrough tIle avoidance and approach 
responses associated tlith pleasure and pain, etc.. This is surely not to 
imply that tIle problem is likely to be a simple one; hOvlever I am given 110pe 
by the psychologists l1ho find that complex affective states may be built out 
of simpler elements. 

If emotions and language are inctllcated in the same way, and to some 
extent in conjunction, tl1en it scems evident that there should be significant 

•	 differences be~1een tile emotional aspects of the symbolic systems of different 
cultures. But tllere nonetheless all'1ays remains tIle fact t1lat tllese systems 
are inculcated anew in each individual, and that gross differences may exist 

•	 betueen individuals of the same culture as a result of different handling• 

And given that an individual learns a symbolic system directly, as built 
out of his OlIn experience, it is at tIle same time true tllat a symbol system is 
enforced on him, and tIns system in~ludes manifestations of enlotionality, 

• 

• 
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ostention - 'that is a knife '/'that hurts'; and this is follOl-led by increasing 
ability to deal with abstraction and to use the generative rules of language 
'lTith facility. Emotion is a part of prj,mitive exiierience in much the same ~-lay 

that language is, but with the difference that emotion is internally generated; 
however this can make no essential difference; theE!llotional response to an 
external event is as much a part of the meaning of this event as are the external 
sensory data which gave Vlord of it; in fact it might be said that the effective 
response is really the only tiling in terms of which the event can be evaluated. 

But emotion viiI I only be evoked under some circumstances, and many objects 
of experience lull to a large degree be affectively neutral. Language 'Per ~ 
mayor may not be associated with affect-arousing situations aL1.d I think that 
it is a valid assumption that language and emotion are theoretically separable 
though not necessarily alvlays separate. Hl1B.t this seems to mean is that, HOrdS 

and linguistic rules have no necessary sway over the experiencing of events of 
great subjective importance. It further seems to imply that experiences may 
occur for which there is, no ready categorical slot within the person ex
periencing them. This idea is of relevance to psychopathology and to the cross
cultural study of emotion; -i;he fonner can be illustrated through the follo1'ling 
quotation from Karl Jasper's General Psychopathology (113): 

The elementary break-through of experiences, which are not understandable 
in their genesis, is manifested in unattached feelings. If they are to become 
meanin&-ful to the,subject, these feelings must first search for an object or 
try to create one. For instance; unattached anxiety is very common in 
depressive stat'es, so is a content less euphoria in manic states ••• so are 
the feelings roused at the start of a pregnancy and in tI~ early states of a 
psychosis. Driven by an almost inescapable need to give some content to such 
feelings, patients will often supply some content of their o~m (delusions). 

This refers to persons of more or less our own culture. It is possible 
that, where other cultures can interpret theirenotional experiences in terms 
of spirits, multiple souls, witchcraft, etc., we are only offered the option of 
going mad. 

It should be noted at this point that I have avoided any definition of 
emotion. Psychologists have increasingly come to believe that emotion 
cannot be defined in verms of those stir rings which are commonsensically held 
to be emotions; w'ith each addition to a catalogue of this nature any 
technical usefulness for tbe i-lord temotion' steadily decreases. It uould seem 
far more useful to define emotion in a developmental and behaviouristic 
manner. This in fact is the way in l'rhich it l'1ould have to be defined, if I 
am to consider emotion a part of language in the broad sense; it is absurd to 
talk of an infant feeling pride, or any sophisticated affective perception 
at all, and equally suspect to suppose that such feelings as pride come int 0 

being as such at some definable developmental stage. Tife must begin i'li th primeval 
affective responses, and observe them as they differentiate, perhaps fran a 
simple predisposition to activity, through the avoidance and approach 
responses associated uith pleasure and pain, etc. This is surely not to 
imply that the problem is likely to be a simple one; hOilever I am given hope 
by the psychologists 1111.0 find that complex affective states may be built out 
of simpler elements. 

If emotions and language are inculcated in the same way, and to some 
extent in conjunction, then it soems evident tI.at there should be significant 
differences be~feen tile emotional aspects of the symbolic systems of different 
cultures. But there nonetheless always remains the fact til8.t these systems 
are inculcated anel'l in each individual, and tilat gross differences may exist 
betlfeen individuals of the same culture as a result of different handling • 

And given that an individual learns a symbolic system directly, as built 
out of his oun experience, it is at the same time true that a symbol system is 
enforced on him, and tlus system includes manifestations of emotionality, 

I 

I 

• 
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ostention - 'that is a knife'/ttha.t ~'; and this is follm-1ed by increasing 
ability to deal with abstraction and to use the generative rules of language 
ui th facility. Emotion is a part of pr:i,mi ti ve experience in much the same TtTay 
that language is, but with the difference that emotion is internally generated; 
however this can make no essential difference; theemotional response to an 
external event is as much a part of the meaning of this event as are the external 
sensory data which gave vTord of it; in fact it might be said that the effective 
response is really the only tIling in terms of which the event can be evaluated. 

But emotion vTi11 only be evoked under some circumstances, and many objects 
of experience will to a large degree be affectively neutral. Language uer ~ 
mayor may not be associated li-1ith affect-arousing situations 8J.i.d I think that 
it is a valid assumption that language and emotion are theoretically separable 
though not necessarily alTtTays separate. tnlat this seems to mean is that. HOrdS 

and linguistic rules have no necessary sway over the experiencing of events of 
great subjective importance. It further seems to. imply that experiences may 
occur for which there is.no ready categorical slot within the person ex
periencing them. This idea is of relevance to psychopathology and to the cross
cultural study of emotion; 'I;he fonner can be illustrated through the follo"Ting 
quotation from Karl Jasper's General Psychopathology (113): 

The elementary break-through of experiences, li-rhich are not understandable 
in their genesis, is manifested in unattached feelings. If they are to become 
meaniD0~ul to the.subject, tilese feelings must first search for an object or 
try to create one. For instance, unattached anxiety is very common in 
depressive stat'es, so is a content less euphoria in manic states ••• so are 
the feelings roused at the start of a pregnancy and in tI~ early states of a 
psychosis. Driven by an almost inescapable need to give some content to such 
feelings, patients l'1ill often supply some content of their o~rn (delusions). 

This refers to persons of more or less our own culture. It is possible 
that, where other cultures can interpret theirenotional experiences in terms 
of spirits, multiple souls, witchcraft, etc., l'1e are only offered the option of 
going mad. 

It should be noted at this point that I have avoided any definition of 
emotion. Psychologists have increasingly come to believe that emotion 
cannot be defined in ~erms of those stirrings which are commonsensically held 
to be emotions; uith each addition to a catalogue of this nature any 
technical usefulness for the word 'emotion t steadily decreases •. It uould seem 
far more useful to define emotion in a developmental and behaviouristic 
manner. This in fact is the way in "rhich it would have to be defined, if I 
am to consider emotion a part of language in the broad sense; it is absurd to 
talk of an infant feeling pride, or any sophisticated affective perception 
at all, and equally suspect to suppose that such feelings as pride come int 0 

being as such at some definable developmental stage. ~fe must begin vd th primeval 
affective responses, and observe them as they differentiate, perhaps from a 
simple predisposition to activity, through the avoidance and approach 
responses associated fTith pleasure and pain, etc. This is surely not to 
imply that the problem is likely to be a Simple one; hmiever I am given hope 
by the psychologists 11ho find that complex affective states may be built out 
of simpler elements. 

If emotions and language are inculcated in the same way, and to some 
extent in conjunction, then it soems evident that there should be significant 
differences be~'1een tile emotional aspects of the symbolic systems of different 
cultures. But there nonetheless always rema:iJls the fact tilat these systems 
are inculcated anew in each individual, and that gross differences may exist 
behTeen individuals of the same culture as a result of different handling. 

And given that an individual learns a symbolic system directly, as built 
out of his own experience, it is at the same time true thll. t a symbol system is 
enforced on him, and this system includes manifestations of emotionality, 
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publically enjoi:ned as SUCll or implicitly in 't116 belluviour ~atterns of others. 
Ego sees others acting emotionally (as we would describe it) in certain 
contexts, and learns 110l'1 to do so himself if not called Sllort; this fact 
introduces a real complication into a:ny empirical study of emotion. Just 110lT 

does the individual come tobellave as he doe,S? And l'lhat, after all, does 
this mean to him? 

~lichael Kenny 
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